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Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) can disrupt the performance of an electronic 
system, like an MP3 player either by injected currents or by transient fields. It is possible 
to predict at least the approximate transient field levels inside a system, but it is difficult 
to determine the response of ICs subjected to these fields, as no IC specific data is 
available, and as it is often too involved to measure the sensitivity of every IC possibly 
used in a product. As deterministic solutions are difficult to achieve, a statistical approach 
has been selected in this research. The goal of this database for field coupled ESD 
(Electrostatic Discharge) sensitivity is to give guidance on estimating if soft-error (e.g., 
resets) problems are likely to occur, for a given ESD scenario. Electric field probes, 
magnetic field probes, and the ƩΔ probe, which can inject either electrical fields or 
magnetic fields as desired, are designed as field injection devices for the project. A TEM 
cell and an IC-stripline, which are designed for high voltage immunity testing, are also 
developed as injection methods for the purpose of the IC measurements for this database.  
The measurement setups for the off-shelf electronic products using the probes are shown.  
Further detailing parameter dependence, a 1.2 mm spacer and a 100 MHz low pass were 
inserted into the test setups. Observing the crash levels of the ICs under varying 
conditions allows better insight into the mechanism and the robustness of the database 
with respect to uncertainties introduced by the field injection methods and their 
calibrations.  In the end, the data from 37 real ICs are analyzed and discussed, and the 
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1.1. ESTIMATION OF IC SOFT ERRORS  
Often product designers are faced with the problem of creating a design that will 
pass ESD testing; however, they have few ways of predicting ESD results. This study 
links in a methodology that chains multiple approaches for predicting product failure 
levels. The methodology uses full wave simulation to predict the field strengths and 
current densities in products using highly simplified models of the product geometry 
[14], then this database can be used to estimate if a certain field strength is likely to 
cause ESD problems by direct field coupling into the IC. The study only concentrates on 
direct coupling into IC, not taking coupling into traces into account. Such situations can 
occur for example in cell phones, as ESDs may occur very close to the ICs, leading to 
high field strengths, and due to high layer count and high density no surface traces can 
be found. 
The ESD sensitivity database focuses on soft-error problem caused by ESD. 
When a system is exposed to an ESD event, a strong electromagnetic field can be 
coupled through aperture, cables, or slots into the enclosure, and the induced voltages 
and currents can lead to bit errors, wrong resets or system crash. If a product fails ESD 
testing by showing soft errors, it is hard to locate the root cause of the ESD soft problem. 
These are temporary events, leaving no obvious clues about their root cause and location, 
and the systems can recover themselves by rebooting. In general, ICs are not 
characterized with respect to their soft-error ESD sensitivity by manufacturers, thus, the 
user of ICs has little information that can guide the design. Simplified full wave 
simulations can predict the field strength inside a product or the surface current densities 
on a PCB if an ESD current is injected to it [1]. However, the simulation will not tell if 
the product will be disturbed by the ESD injection, as the simulation does not include IC 
soft-error models. By creating an ESD sensitivity database for “typical” ICs, the 
distribution of IC disturbance levels can be provided, and then combined with full wave 
or block level simulations, so as to estimate the risk of soft-errors. With the database 
statistics, users can estimate the likelihood of soft-errors by calculating the field strength 






1.2. STATE OF THE ART 
In system level immunity testing the coupling can either be  
 Directly to the IC,  if a cable is connected directly to the IC 
 Via other cables or via field to the PCB 
 Energy can couple to cables that connect PCBs like flex cables 
 The energy can couple directly to the PCB, causing current densities on 
planes that couple to traces and then to the IC 
 Or the energy can directly couple, via the field to the IC. 
The injection methods of ESD interferences to ICs mainly fall into two groups: one 
is coupling into component via the IC pins, for example,  direct power injection (DPI) [9] 
which enables the measurement of the susceptibility of an IC by injecting continuous 
sine wave power with various amplitudes on a wide frequency range [16], bulk current 
injection method (BCI) [7], Workbench Faraday Cage method [23], etc. These are well 
defined in the IEC 62132 standard from part 3 to part 5. Also researchers use injection 
probes excited by very fast TLPs to inject disturbances to IC pins through a capacitor 
[16].   
Many portable devices have hardly any surface traces, as the PCBs are often 
packed with components on both sides. In these cases, field coupling can be dominant 
during an ESD event. For the direct coupling to cause IC soft errors it requires relatively 
large field strengths. Those are usually not reached in tests that use a modulated sine 
wave signal, such as radiated immunity (IEC 61000-4-3) or conducted immunity (IEC 
61000-4-6), only sometimes in high power microwave testing. However, impulse testing, 
like EFT (IEC 61000-4-4) and especially ESD testing (IEC 61000-4-2) can reach field 
strengths high enough to cause directly field coupled IC soft errors. A typical scenario is 
an ESD to a cell phone, which causes momentarily a very large voltage between a 
battery and a PCB, thus leading to a soft error. Another scenario could be a secondary 
ESD inside a portable device, an ESD to a floating metallic cover causes a spark 
between the cover and the metallic frame of the portable device. Due to the small 





very large field strengths are possible, reaching the range at which direct field coupling 
becomes a relevant threat.  
Regarding disturbance sources for IC immunity testing, researchers use signal 
generator or VNA with an amplifier [18][21], Transmission line pulsers [10][15][22], 
ESD generators [14]. Many authors have treated the subject of systems being subjected 
to strong EM fields, for example researching the reaction to intentional high power 
microwave [24]. In this case the complete system, often with externally attached cables 
is subjected to free space electromagnetic waves. Further detailing the coupling 
investigations that illuminate ICs with attached cables to strong electromagnetic fields 
have been reported [25] . In this case the main coupling is to cables, not to the IC 
directly, simply because the loop areas spanned by the cables and the surface areas of 
the cables are much larger than the loops and surfaces inside the IC. These studies show 
upset levels of 25 kV/m to 120 kV/m, for logic devices [25]. 
The objective of the test method is to subject the ICs to a well defined electric or 
magnetic field. The test methods can be distinguished by either injecting mainly E-field/ 
H-field, or using a TEM field. And by either requiring a special test board, or allowing 
to test off the shelf equipment. For the direct injection of fields in ICs two general 
principles exist: TEM methods and near field scanning.  
1.2.1. TEM Methods.  The methods are usually realized by using Crawford like 
TEM cells [4] or other TEM wave guiding structures [13], IC stripline [13]. This thesis 
further describes to additional TEM structures that are free of higher order resonances up 
to 2 GHz, or higher. Using TEM cell structures is usually limited by the need to have 
special test boards, such as they are described in IEC 62132-2 [8]. To test an IC for its 
immunity against electromagnetic radiation, the standardized, test boards are used to for 
these methods to guarantee that only the IC is exposed to the electromagnetic field. This 
method cannot provide information about local sensitivities in the IC, nor can it 
distinguish between E and H field coupling (although this could be implemented using 
dual injection techniques). The advantage of the TEM cell method is the ease of use, as 
only a simple cell is needed. For the purpose of TEM cell injection, the distance between 
the IC and the septum is usually reduced relative to the classical Crawford cell, such as 





very high voltages would be needed to achieve disturbance causing field strengths. The 
voltages would be difficult to create and lead to sparking inside the connectors.  
1.2.2. Near Field Scanning Methods.  Field scanning based methods [10], [11] 
are also important methods in immunity test, the methods that move a probe above a 
product to determine the crash level. Field coupled probes like SkateProbe emulator 
which is designed using two main radiating striplines [18] [19].  Near field scanning 
methods were not selected for the database for a variety of reasons: 
 Scanning many products might have taken too long as an automatic 
feedback  for error detection and reset would have been needed for each 
product,  
 Few people own such test system, a test method that can be reproduced 
relatively easily to extend the database is desired.  
 The additional information obtained, which is the location of the sensitive 
region of an IC, was not of interest for the purpose of the database. 
 The desired field needs to be as homogeneous as possible to illuminate 
the IC, for example, to allow comparison to TEM data. Also, if a 
scanning system uses a large probe, thus has only one test point above the 
IC, then there would be no need to use an automatic scanning system.  
Many field probes have been developed for ESD near field scanning [19], [10], 
but most of them have a relatively small size compared to the ICs, and the field is not 
homogeneous above the entire IC. For the purpose of this database, the coupling to the 
traces needs to be minimized, the main reasons are: firstly, the response of the system, if 
the fields couple to ICs and traces, is strongly dependent on the routing of the traces, 
ground planes, power planes etc., thus, if we want to obtain IC information we should 
avoid coupling to traces. Secondly, traces have a much larger surface area than the lead 
frame or the die; thus, E-field coupling to traces could be much stronger than to the IC, 
if the probes illuminate the trances and the IC. Thus, subjecting the complete board to 
strong fields would defy the purpose of the IC field sensitivity database.  
 In many products, like the cell phones, there are hardly any traces on PCBs. Thus, 
crashes can be caused by field coupling. Further, the field coupling is enhanced by 





between them will lead to field strengths sufficiently large to cause direct IC coupled 
crashes. Next, small mobile products often have no shielding, and ESD can discharge to 
points very close to ICs. In this case again field strengths can reach levels sufficient for 
direct IC coupling. For this reason, probing to about the size of the IC is needed. Even so 
it can’t perfectly illuminate the IC only, but also some surrounding devices, thus the data 
base has some uncertainty. However, without having test boards, this is the most suitable 
approach for achieving this goal. The test boards are defined in and are typically 10x10 
cm large, having the IC of interest on one side and all other components on the opposite 
side of the board.  If such a test board and the required operating software are present, 
then there are plenty of existing, well defined injection methods, such as GTEM, 
standard TEM cell up to 1 GHz, μTEM, LIHA, and IC-stripline. Previous studies 
[24][25] have applied up to 50 kV/m field amplitude to the electronic device, and the 
upset thresholds of the electronics are several kV/m when testing with an open 
waveguide. The authors also found the breakdown upset thresholds of three PC systems 
are between 10 kV/m and 20 kV/m when operated in six different program states [25].  
 
 
1.3. ESD TEST METHOD FOR THE DATABASE 
In order to characterize “typical” ICs for the database, many ICs within 
commercial products have to be tested; standard test boards may not be applicable for 
most of the cases.  
This thesis describes three different types of probes which are customized for E-
field and H-field injection. Objective for the E-field and H-field probe design was to 
create homogenous fields with no resonances over an area which is large enough to 
cover the IC tested. The entire top surface of the IC under test will see the same field 
during one injection process. An additional requirement is to hold sufficient voltages of 
up to 8 kV charge voltage of a transmission line pulser for creating very high field 





2. FIELD INJECTION HARDWARE 
2.1. ELECTRIAL PROBE  
The general requirements of the E-field probe in this study are the following:  
 Inject an E-field in a frequency range of MHz to a few GHz 
 Cover the complete IC 
 Have a weak magnetic field 
 Provide a clean injection pulse (no resonances, no ringing) 
 Couple by 20dB/dec (pure capacitive coupling) 
 Have a reverse termination resistance (needed for the transmission line pulser) 
 
Probes previously design at the Missouri S&T EMC lab either have very small 
area for E-field coupling; or the larger ones showed ringing if the E-field coupling is 
measured by coupling to a trace. The ringing was caused by reflections of the common 
mode wave that is injected onto the outside of the driving coax cables. This current 
allows charge to flow via the TLP, its power connection to the ground of the trace where 
the E-field is injected to. This current and the displacement current to the DUT form the 
low and high frequency return path respectively. The disadvantages of the E-field 
injection devices designed at the EMC lab prior to this research are:  
 The size of the injection probe does not match the size of ICs; this is needed as 
the field is injected mainly to the IC, and expose the complete IC to a more or 
less homogeneous field 
 The ringing of the large probes needed to be reduced.  
 A terminative resistor was needed. This provides a termination for the wave 
coming from the TLP, otherwise, the charge cannot return which inhibits the 
correct function of the transmission line pulser. This resistor does not have to be 
50-Ohm higher values are better, as a 50 Ohm resistor would cut the voltage in 
half. 
2.1.1. Design of the E-field Probe.  The lower frequencies return as common 
mode current on the coax cable of the probe, and then through the grounding of the test 





the resistive termination for the probe, which provides a charge return path, and it is also 
needed for the transmission line pulser, which is used to create fast rise-time pulses. The 
E-field probe for the database is designed with lossy material around the outer conductor 
of the coaxial cable to dissipate energy. The photo and the structure are shown in Figure 
2.1 and Figure 2.2. The lossy material offers a termination for the high frequency 
spectral content of the common mode wave. The common mode wave travels on the 
outside of the coax cable and is initiated by the pulse. The lossy material also couples to 
the PCB and the surroundings. In this way, it offers a displacement current return path 










Figure 2.2. Photo of the E-field Probe 
 
 
2.1.2. Measurement Setup.  A copper patch on a PCB board is used as the 
receiver of the electric field. The size of the copper patch is the same as the parallel 
patch area of the capacitive E-field probe, which is normally the size of the IC under 
test. Further equipment used is a transmission line pulser which is the injection source, 
and a digital phosphor oscilloscope. The characterization setup is shown in Figure 2.3. 









2.1.3. Results.  Figure 2.4 shows the pulse induced from probe to the patch. A 





Figure 2.4. Induced Voltage with 500 V Charge Voltage for ICESD1 Probe 
 
 
2.1.4. Spice Simulation of the E-field Injection. A SPICE model of the E-field 
injection probe was developed in PSPICE to demonstrate an equivalent circuit of the 
injection process. First, common mode return impedance is measured to estimate effect 
of the lossy material, and then the whole process is simulated in SPICE.   
2.1.5. Common Mode Impedance Measurement. The common mode 
impedance is the impedance seen between a large metal plane and the outside structure 
of the probe. The measurement has been performed for two reasons: (1) to create a 
SPICE model a step by step approach is usually warranted. The common mode 
impedance can be measured and simulated independent of the coupling patch, (2) the 
common mode impedance provides the return path for the charge, this way influencing 





A block diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 2.5. The resistor 
and the copper patch of the probe are removed from the probe in this measurement, as 
only the common mode impedance is of interest. The cable to the network analyzer is 




Figure 2.5. Test Setup for Common Mode Impedance 
 
 
 The other end of the probe is connected to an unplugged, but grounded TLP. 
The functionality of the TLP here is to ensure the probe is grounded, in the same way as 
it is grounded during testing. The common mode impedance measurement can be used 
to approximate the effects of lossy material. In the then the impedance is used as bases 
for creating a model that contains the effect of the loosy material. Then it can further 
assist in completing the model of the E-Field injection.  
2.1.6. PSPICE Model of the Common Mode Impedance.  Figure 2.6 shows 






Figure 2.6. Common Mode Impedance Model for the E-field Probe ICESD1 
 
 
Two pieces of equipment are involved in the test setup. The TLP is placed on the 
top of a Network Analyzer during the measurement of the common mode impedance. 
The power cords of the two pieces of equipment are circled in blue, effects caused by the 
common mode on coax cables are in green, and the model of losses and the capacitance 
to infinity of the lossy disk are in red circles. Pink circle area is the radiation model. At 
high frequencies, it provides 200 Ω losses to model radiation. At low frequencies, the 
capacitance will decouple the resistor, so there is no loss. The black circle highlights a 
ferrite bead mounted on the probe. Table 2.1 shows physical meanings of these specific 
components in the model.   
 
 
Table 2.1. Components in the SPICE Model 












Table 2.1. Components in the SPICE Model (cont.) 
C1 R2 Radiation Model 
R1 losses of the lossy material 
C2 Capacitance between lossy material and infinity 
L6 R7 C4 Ferrite beads 
L4 L9 Coax cables 
L7 L8 Power cords of TLP and network analyzer 
R6 R14 R13 R12 
Resistors placed to avoid error messages in PSPICE (inductor 
loop) 
R15 C3 
Inductance Capacitance and resistance between the TLP and the 
network analyzer enclosures 
L1 Extension wire 
V3 
Reference voltage source to help us calculate the impedance in 
PSPICE 
R 11 
Losses between the inner conductor and outer conductor due to 
the lossy material 
 
 
2.1.7. Measurement vs. Simulation Results. As shown in Figure 2.7, the 
simulation matches the dominating features of the simulation, such as the low frequency 
inductive impedance the low impedance section around 600 MHz. Differences are 
mainly in the high impedance region around a few MHz. As a few MHz corresponds to 
very late in the TLP pulse, and as high impedance mismatch has little effect on the 







Figure 2.7. Comparison of Simulation Result and the Measurement Result 
 
 
2.1.8. SPICE Model of the E-field Injection.  Figure 2.8 shows the SPICE 
model of the E-field injection. V1 is the TLP source, C5 is the capacitance between the 
probe and the patch.  R7, C2 and L3 compose the ferrite beads mounted on the probe. 
The capacitance between the probe and the patch is about 5 pF, and is calculated 
as:  
                                                          (1) 
 
 C is the capacitance in farads 
 A is the area of overlap of the two plates, which is 1.56 cm²  
 εr is the relative static permittivity, which is 4.5.  
 ε0 is the permittivity of free space where ε0 = 8.854x10
-12
 F/m 






Figure 2.8. SPICE Model for the Probe Calibration  
 
 
As shown in Figure 2.9, the peak values and rise time of the induce voltage 






Figure 2.9. Induced Voltage at 500 V Charge Voltages in SPICE Model  
and Simulation (Model No.: ICESD1) 
 
 
2.1.9. CST Full-wave Simulation. The objective of full wave simulation is to 
estimate the field strength of the E-field probe using a numerical method. The overview 










Figure 2.11.Comparison of Measurement and Simulation of the Induced Voltages 
 
 
In the CST full-wave simulation, the voltage induced by the probe in the patch is 
simulated, and then compared to the measurement results. The shapes of the two 
waveforms are nearly the same, but the peak value in simulation is 40% higher than the 
measurement.  
 To calculate the field strength, CST E-field probes can be placed in desired 
locations in the simulation domain (as shown in Figure 2.12). In this case, the field 
strength would be 40 % larger than the real values 
 
.  
                                  
Figure 2.12. CST E-field Probe in the Model 




































Figure 2.13 shows the calculated field strength when the E-field probe is charged 
with 1 kV from the TLP. The observation point in CST is 2 mm below the E-field probe 
PCB. The probe is designed using a square piece of copper, which is adjacent to the 
patch on the PCB used to detect the signal. Due to the design, which approximates a 
parallel capacitor, the field strengths within the probe are approximately the same at 
every location. The result shows that the probe gives about 50 kV/m field strength when 





Figure 2.13. Field Strength Calculated in CST (1 kV from TLP)  
 
 
2.2. MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE 
2.2.1. Introduction. The general requirements of the H-field probe in this study 





 Inject a H-field in a frequency range of MHz to a few GHz 
 Cover the complete IC 
 Have a weak Electric field 
 Provide a constant H-Field over an area of a couple of cm².  
 Couple by 20dB/dec (pure inductive coupling) 
 
H-field probes previously designed in the EMC lab either had a very limited area 
for H-field coupling, or H-Field created was not sufficiently homogeneous and constant.  
2.2.2. Design of the Magnetic Field Probe. To solve the above limitations, a 
magnetic field probe was designed according to the requirements of the project.  
Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 show the side views of the four layers of the H-field 
probe. The largest via in the center (blue lines in Figure 2.15 ) is where a SMA 
connector is mounted. The signal passes through this via to the sensor on the third layer, 
and then to the ground. The shielding layer, which is indicated by a red line in Figure 
2.15, shields the E-field. The area of the sensor can vary according to the size of the test 










Figure 2.15. Principle View of the H-field Generated by the Probe 
 
 
2.2.3. Characterization of the H-field Probe. The following subsection explains 
the characterization of the H-field probe. The main purpose of the measurement is to 
determine how homogeneous the field distribution is underneath the probe. Figure 2.16 
shows a photo of one of the H-field probes tested; further Figure 2.17 depicts the trace 
used during the characterization measurements. An automatic scanning system has been 
used to move the probe accurately and measure S21 above the trace at three different 
heights: 0 mm, 0.5 mm, and 1mm. Objective was to test how homogeneous the field is 
in X and Y direction and in the height direction Z.  For each height, 400 data points on a 
2×2 cm² area above the trace are measured. 
The length of the trace is 8 mm, and its width is 0.38 mm. During test, the trace 











Figure 2.17. Photo of the Trace  
 
 
Figure 2.18 illustrates the test setup. One 180 degree hybrid is used to create a 
signal which is the difference of both trace outputs. 
 
 










Figure 2.18. Test Setup for Measuring the Coupling 
between the H-field Probe and a Short Trace 
  
 
The output of the hybrid and the probe are connected to the two ports of the 
Network Analyzer. S21 values are measured for the 400 points in the scanning region. 
The step size between each point is 1 mm. During the test, the probe board is placed in 
parallel with the trace, and the wider side of sensor is toward the right side of the trace.   
2.2.4. Results and Discussion.  The following figures present the S21 results. 
From the following figures, S21 values are compared for a constant X value or Y value 
in a coordinate system. The point at x= 365.31mm and y=167.86 mm is the center of the 
trace.  Either X or Y value is fixed, the E-Field strength along this fixed X or Y value 
can be compared and analyzed at a fixed frequency value. Figure 2.19 & Figure 2.21 are 
the illustrations showing how the probe moves during the measurement. Figure 2.20 is 
the S21 along the X axis at Y= 167.87 mm, and Figure 2.22 is the S21 along the Y axis 











































Figure 2.21. Probe Moving Along the X Axis with a Constant Y Position 
 
 
One of the design goals of the magnetic field probe is that the magnetic field 
should be homogeneous underneath the probe, and it should show little distance 
dependence. For a wide current carrying trace the fields above the trace are not a strong 
function of distance as long as the point of observation is close to the trace (close 
relative to the width of the trace), and as long one is not close to the edge of the trace. 
The results above indicate that the designed probe behaves in such a way. Figure 2.22 
shows the three curves showing the S21 values at 500 MHz for the three distances 
between probe and trace. The waveforms are identical to each other in the center region 
(-5 mm to 5 mm). The peak values are also close in the center region; there is only a 2 








Figure 2.22. S21 Values at 500 MHz along the Y Axis  
for 3 Different Heights above the Probe  
 
 
2.2.5. HFSS Simulation for the Magnetic Field Probes. To further understand 
the H-Field distribution of the probe, and to identify the strong fields at the side of the 
current carrying trace, a simulation using HFSS was performed. The simulation in HFSS 
can also be used to quantify the unwanted E-Field generated by the H-filed probe. 
Figure 2.23 shows a global view of the H-Field probe model used in the HFSS 
simulation. The ground vias are modeled with PEC connecting all the layers on the sides 
for simplification. 








S21 values at 500 MHz along the Y axis

















Figure 2.23. H-Field Probe in HFSS Simulation 
 
 
Figure 2.24 shows the lumped excitation port in the HFSS simulation model, it is 
a circle on the anti-pad of the SMA connector via on the first layer of the probe. The 










Figure 2.25 compares the S11 of the H-field probe in simulation and 
measurement, the objective of this comparison is to check the accuracy of HFSS 





Figure 2.25. Simulation and Measurement of S11 
 
 
Figure 2.26 shows the H-Field generated by the probe along the X axis cutline.  
One can easily see that, besides the center region, there are also strong field near the 
SMA connector.  This simulation result can explain the strong field on the left of the X 
axis in our measurement results. And Figure 2.27 shows the H-Field generated by the 
probe along the Y axis cutline.  Besides the center region, there are also strong field 
from the two slots on the fourth layer (shielding layer).  The distance between the two 
slots is 6mm to 10 mm from one end to another. In our measurement results, the 
strongest fields on the two side regions along the Y axis are 6 to 8 mm away from the 












Figure 2.27. Side View of the Probe along Y Axis Cut Line (Magnetic Field) 
 
 
Figure 2.28 and Figure 2.29 are results for E-field and H-field at 1 GHz. Figure 
2.30 shows the ratio of the E-Field and H-Field of the sensor region from 10 MHz to 3 















Figure 2.30. The Ratio of E-Field and H-Field from 10 MHz to  
3 GHz (0.5 mm above the probe)  


































Figure 2.31 and Figure 2.32 show the magnetic field lines and current density of 
the probe at 1 GHz. In general, the area around the SMA connector and along the two 
slots obtain stronger field. This explains why there are strong couplings when the probe 
is moved away from the probe at about 6 to 8 mm.   
To compare the simulation results and the measurement results, the following 
assumption is made: The trace is short enough to be considered as a point. This is 
because the interested frequency is 1 GHz, in which case the wavelength is much longer 
than the trace.  The simulation results are in terms of field strengths at a certain point 
above the probe.  Then one point on the probe in our simulation can be compared to the 
point that is directly on the top of the trace.  
Normalization is needed since the two groups of data are on different scales and 
with different units.  The probe factor of the H-Field probe at one particular frequency is 










Figure 2.32. Current Density at 1 GHz  
 
 
2.2.6. Result.  Figure 2.33 shows the measurement result, and Figure 2.34 shows 
the simulation result. The simulation result contour describes the E-Field strengths over 
a larger area. The simulation shows the E-Field strengths over the entire probe surface.  
In both figures, one can find that over the sensor region, the E-Field is relatively 
symmetric and constant; the strongest field coupling is around the SMA connector. 
However, the difference between values from region to region is very large in the 























Contour of H field strenght at 1 GHz in Simulation (probe height: 0.5 mm )
 
 

























2.2.7. Characterization for Magnetic Field Probes. The objective of the 
calibration is to scale the induced voltages of the crash level to field strength and field 
strength. Then one can use the results scaled in field and field derivative, and compare it 
to the block level simulations. The test objects are the four H-field probes.  
One shielded H-field probe is selected as the reference probe, and its effective 
area is calculated using TEM cell. The photo of the reference probe is shown in Figure 
2.35. And the test setup is shown in Figure 2.36. The first step is to determine the 
effective area of the reference probe, and the second step is to determine the field 














In the test setup shown in Figure 2.36, TEM cell is used to excite the reference 
probe. The loop size of the probe is 1 mm².  The vertical H-field components are 
measured by the reference loop probe. During the measurement, a 10 cm ×10 cm board 
with a slot is used to cover the top wall of the cell, and the probe is inserted into the cell 
through the slot. The excitation from the Network Analyzer is set to 10 dBm.   
Then the effective area of the probe can be calculated using the following 
equations: 






                                                                                                                               (2) 
 
In the equations above, h is the height between the probe and the septum of the 
TEM cell which is approximately 45 mm.  
Figure 2.37 is the measurement S21 result using the test setup shown above. And 
























































Figure 2.38. Effective Area of the Reference Probe 
 
 
 From the above equations, the calculated effective area of the reference loop 
probe is about 1.59 mm².  
The test setup of step 2 is shown in Figure 2.39. A TLP is used as the source to 
inject pulse to the H-field probes (waveform shown in Figure 2.40). The charge voltage 
of the TLP is 200 V during the measurement.  And the reference probe is placed 
vertically to the reference probe to measure the field generated by the H-field probes. 
Two distances between the probes are selected during the test, one is 0, and the other is 
1 mm. a piece of foam which has a thickness of 1 mm is used as the spacer between the 






































Figure 2.39. Test Setup 
 
 
The equation we used is to calculate the field strength and field strength 




                                                          (3) 
Figure 2.40 shows the output voltage of the TLP we used in our measurement at 
200 V charge voltage. The output voltage from TLP is calculated as: 




Figure 2.40. TLP Output Voltage at 200 V   























Figure 2.41 & Figure 2.42 are the measured waveforms of induced voltages at 








Figure 2.42. Induced Voltages from H-field Probes to the Reference Probe at 1 mm 
































































                                                             (5) 
 
And the calculated waveforms of field derivatives are shown in Figure 2.43 & 





Figure 2.43. Field Derivative of the H-field Probes at 1 mm 
 
 














































Figure 2.45. Magnetic Field Strength at 0 mm for H-field Probes 




































































Figure 2.46. Magnetic Field Strength at 1 mm for H-field Probes 
 
 
Table 2.2 is a table showing the conversion factor for the H-field probes for 1 V 
charge voltage from the TLP.  
 
 
Table 2.2. Field Strength of the Probes at 0 mm and 1 mm for 1 V from TLP (V/m) 
 0 mm 1 mm 
H-field Probe 6 0.1672 0.1605 
H-field Probe 7 0.2875 0.2241 
H-field Probe 8 0.2751 0.2171 
H-field Probe 9 0.3014 0.2432 
ΣΔ probe 0.0263 0.0248 
 
 
































2.3. HIGH VOLTAGE ∑Δ PROBE 
2.3.1. Design of the ƩΔ Probe. This probe is called ∑Δ probe as it uses the sum 
of two signals to create a strong E-field and the difference of two signals for creating a 
strong magnetic field. Thus, it requires two in phase or out of phase drive signals. At 
lower voltages it would be easy to create those signals using a 0 deg / 180 deg hybrid. 
However, the hybrids available are either not broadband or cannot handle the voltages 
needed. For that reason a new design was implemented. It uses: 
 A resistive power splitter having 0 deg split 
 A pulse inverter 
 
The signal coming out of TLP will be spitted into two separate coax cables by a 
splitter, and the polarity of the signal of one of the two signals can be changed by an 
inverter.  By easily changing the test set up, the probe can inject E-field and H-field as 
desired.  
2.3.2. High Voltage Splitter. Ideally, the Hybrid would offer good isolation, and 
as little loss as theoretically possible (3dB). Due to the complexity of high isolation 
splitters at high voltages a different concept was selected. The splitting is achieved via 
resistances. This increases the loss, thus reduced the E-Field strengths achievable, but it 
simplifies the design. Further, it allows achieving sufficient isolation. The isolation is 
needed as the probe will connect both ports of the splitter with each other, allowing 
circulating pulses. If those circulating pulses would not be attenuated the DUT would 
see a string of pulses. Two splitter designs have been implemented: 
 A 6 dB splitter using 3x16 Ohm resistors 
 A 10 dB splitter having a somewhat more complex resistor network. 
 
Both splitters have similar S11 and S21 performance but the 10dB splitter allows 
a stronger reduction of the circulating pulses. 
Figure 2.47 shows the structure of the 6 dB splitter, the 3 resistors used in our 
case are all 18 Ω resistors. Figure 2.48 is the photo of the splitter after adding further 
layers of insulation (for high voltage) and return path control. Figure 2.49 shows the 






















2.3.3. Polarity Inverter.  The objective of the polarity inverter is made to 
change the polarity of one output signal from the splitter. In this case, one can add up the 
two signals coming out of the splitter by adding the inverter to one output port.  
Figure 2.50 shows that the two signals coming out from the two output ports are 
very similar to each other. The splitter can be used up to 2 GHz, and the attenuation is 
between 9.5 and 10.5 dB up to 2 GHz.  The phase differences are small, and are not 








Figure 2.51. Photo of the Inverter 










S21 data of the two splitters
 
 
splitter 1 port 1 to port 2
splitter 1 port 1 to port 3
splitter 2 port 1 to port 2





Figure 2.52 shows the structure of the inverter. The inner and outer conductors of 
one coax cable are exchanged within the inverter to change the polarity of the signal. 
The outer conductors are reconnected at the two ends. For DC components this is a short, 
the ferrites inside provide a high impedance path, in this way the higher frequencies are 




Figure 2.52. Polarity Inverter 
 
 
Figure 2.53 shows the phase shifting data using the inverter measured by a 




Figure 2.53. Phase Shift Using the Inverter 























During the measurement, one end of the inverter is connected to a cable, and 
then to port 1 of NWA, the other end is connected to port 2 of the NWA. S21 phase in 
frequency domain is measured. The phase shift of the two ports is about 160 to 180 
degrees up to 4 GHz. 
2.3.4. Spice Model of the ƩΔ Probe. The SPICE model (shown in Figure 2.54) 
is to understand the suppression of circulating pulses by the splitter design and to use the 
model as reference for better analysis of test results. The SPICE model includes the 
splitter, inverter and main coaxial connectors. The coupling to the test trace is modeled 
as a small capacitor for the case in which the probe is used as a summing probe (E-




Figure 2.54. Spice Model for the E-field Coupling 
 
 
Table 2.3. Components of the Spice Model 
Components Physical Meaning 
R8 R9 R10 R14 R17 R18 R19  splitter 
T4 T5  Probe cable 
C9  Capacitive coupling from probe to trace 
R22 Load 










                                                        (6) 
 
The dielectric constant of scotch tape which is used as spacer between trace and 
probe is about 3.2, the area is about 2 mm
2
, and the distance between the two is about 1 
mm. So the capacitance between the two is about 0.057 pF (C9 in the Spice model). 




Figure 2.55. Spice Simulation Result in Time Domain 
 
 
The simulation shows that the amplitude of the pulse is about 350 mV, and time 
interval between the repeated pulses is about 26 ns. The source voltage is 210 V, as 
when the charge voltage of the TLP is set to be 500 V, the output voltage the test subject 
see is about 210 V. Figure 2.56 shows the SPICE model for the H-field coupling. Figure 






Figure 2.56. PSPICE Model for the H-field Coupling 
 
 
Table 2.4. Components of the Spice Model 
Components Physical Meaning 
R8 R9 R10 R14 R17 R18 R19  splitter 
 T1 T2  inverter 
T3 T4 T5 cable 
L2 L3 inductive coupling from probe to trace 
R 13 load 






Figure 2.57. PSPICE Simulation Result of the Model 
 
 
The simulation result shows that the amplitude of the signal is about -45 mV 
with 500 V charge voltage, and the interval between the repeated pulses is 40 ns.  
2.3.5. Suppression of Undesired Field Components. The objective is to 
measure the H-field suppression in E-field mode of the ∑Δ Probe, as well as the E-field 
suppression in H-field mode of the ∑Δ Probe. The test setup is shown below.  
Figure 2.58 shows the setups for the measurement in both modes. In the E-field 
mode, the inverter is not added, when the hybrid is set to be 0 deg, the two signals with 
the same phase are added. In this case, the expected E-field in E-field mode is measured. 
On the other hand, when the hybrid is set to be 180 deg, the two signals are with the 
same phase will be canceled.   In this case, the unwanted H-field in E-field mode is 
measured. The test setup in Figure 2.59 used the same method but with the inverter 


















Figure 2.60. S21 Result for the Suppression Measurement  
 
 
The above figure shows that the unwanted H-field in E-field mode is 20 to 30 dB 
less than the E-field. And the unwanted E-field in H-field mode is 10-30 dB less than the 
H-field. The suppression is sufficient, and fields in both modes are very homogeneous.   
2.3.6. Characterization of the ƩΔ Probe. Figure 2.61 and Figure 2.62 are the 
frequency domain and time domain characterization setup.  
In the test setup shown in Figure 2.61, the two orange cables have the same 
length; the green cable and the inverter cable also have the same length. This means the 
cables from two output ports of the splitter to the two input ports of the hybrid have the 
same total length. S21 is measured from 1 MHz to 3 GHz. The excitation power is 10 
dBm. Inverter is only used in the H-field coupling mode.  
 












H-field suppression in E-field mode and E-field suppression in H-field mode
 
 
Hybrid 0 deg without inverter
Hybrid 0 deg with inverter
Hybrid 180 deg with inverter















In the measurement showing in Figure 2.62, the TLP charge voltage is set at 500 
volt. A 10 dB attenuator is added to protect the scope.  Inverter is only used in the H-
field coupling mode. The cables from two output ports of the splitter to the two input 
ports of the hybrid have the same total length.  
Figure 2.63 shows that the S21 follows 20 dB per decade capacitive coupling 




Figure 2.63. S21 of the Probe in E-field Mode  
 
 
Figure 2.64 is the measured waveform for E-field coupling, when the probe is 
charged with 500 V from the TLP. Figure 2.65 shows the comparison between the 





























Figure 2.65. Induced Voltage from Probe to Trace at 500 V 


















E field coupling(500 V Charge)





























From the above figures, one can see that the amplitude of the induced voltage 
from E-field coupling is about 325 mV, the rise time is about 700 ps, and the time 
interval between the pulses is about 42 ns. The measurement result is very similar to the 
SPICE simulation result. Figure 2.66 shows the S21 of the probe in H-field mode 
coupled to a 4 mm trace. It’s mainly the inductive coupling from probe to trace 




Figure 2.66. S21 of the H-field Coupling  
 
 
Figure 2.67 shows the amplitude of the induced voltage from probe to trace in 
the H-field mode is around 45 mV, and the time interval between repeated pulses is 
about 43 ns. The measurement result and the simulation result are similar with respect to 




























Figure 2.67. H-Field Coupling in Time Domain at 500 V 
 
 
Figure 2.68 shows the model of the ƩΔ probe in E-field mode coupling to a trace. 
The two ports are driven in common mode simultaneously, each trace end is terminated 
with a 50-ohm lumped element. The probe is placed on top of the trace, and the probe 
trace is in parallel with the receiver trace. 
 
 
Figure 2.68. Model of the Induced Voltage to a Trace in E-field Mode 




























2.3.7. Measurement of the Induced Voltage in E-field Mode.  Table 2.5 shows 
the configurations of the setup, and Figure 2.69 shows the test setup of the measurement.  
 
 
Table 2.5. Configurations of the Measurement  
Trace angle Inverter Load condition Dominating field 




Figure 2.69. Measurement Setup  
 
 
Figure 2.70 is the comparison of the simulation result and the measurement 
result. The two waveforms are very similar, but the simulation is about 7.5 V higher than 







Figure 2.70. Comparison of the Simulation and Measurement  
 
 
2.3.8. Simulation and Measurement in H-field Mode. Figure 2.71 shows the 
model of the ƩΔ probe in E-field mode using a trace. The two ports are driven in 
differential mode simultaneously; each trace end is terminated with a 50-ohm lumped 
element. The probe is placed on top of the trace, and the probe trace is in parallel with 




Figure 2.71. Simulation Model of the ƩΔ Probe in H-field Mode 































Table 2.6 shows the configurations of the setup, and Figure 2.72 shows the test 
setup of the measurement. 
 
 




Figure 2.72. Test Setup in H-field Mode 
 
 
Figure 2.73 is the comparison of the simulation result and measurement result of 
the induced voltage in H-field mode. The two waveforms are very close, and the 
difference between the two peaks is only about 0.5 V, which is less than 10%. 
 
Trace angle Inverter Load condition Dominating field 






Figure 2.73. Comparison of the Simulation and Measurement  
 
 
2.3.9. Measurement of the Induced Voltage in H-field Mode. One impedance 
adjustment line (874-Lk20L constant impedance adjustment line 20 cm) is used to adjust 
the difference of the two cables to make them highly equal. Figure 2.74 is the photo of 
the test setup. The TLP is set at 1 kV, and the 10 dB self-built splitter is used to split the 
signal. Instead of using the paired reference cable, a longer cable is used as the 
reference, since the length of the impedance adjustment line will add certain length to 
the inverter. The outputs of the trace ends are connected directly to channel 1 and 
channel 3 of the Oscilloscope.  
 
 
































Figure 2.74. Test Setup for the Induced Voltage with the Impedance Adjust Line  
 
 
First, the waveforms at the two channels are compared. The two cables in the 
simulation are always identical and balanced; it is necessary to ensure balanced 
measurement results, in order to compare the results of simulation and measurement.  
Figure 2.75 and Figure 2.76 are the results from the two ends of the trace with 
and without the extra ground connection. One can see that the initial pulses of from the 




Figure 2.75. Comparison of the Two Channels of Probe in H-field Mode  































Figure 2.76. Comparison of the Two Channels of Probe in H-field Mode  
 
 
2.3.10. Comparison of the Waveforms with or without Extra Ground 
Connection. To minimize the influence of the common mode impedance which is 
difficult to model, an extra connection is added to create a path for the common mode 
current to flow.  
Figure 2.77 is the photo of the probe on the trace board with and without the 





Figure 2.77. Photo of the Extra Ground Connection 






























Figure 2.78 shows the results comparison of the induced voltage waveforms with 
and without the extra ground connection.  With the ground connection, the peak value is 
4 volts, which is 1 volt higher than the value when it’s not added. The difference is 




Figure 2.78. Comparison of the Induced Voltages 
 
 
2.3.11. Comparison of the CST Simulation and Measurement.  The 
simulation results and measurement results are compared after the impedance 
adjustment is added to the setup. Now, the two channels have the exactly the same 
amplitude, same as the case in the simulation.  
Figure 2.79 is the simulation model of the probe driven in H-field mode, 
coupling to a 50-ohm trace.  
 


















Comparison of the Induced Voltage with and without the Extra Ground (H-field mode)
 
 
with the ground connection






Figure 2.79. Simulation Model of the ∑∆ Probe in H-field Mode 
 
 
Figure 2.80 shows the comparison of the simulation and measurement results. 
The two waveforms have similar shape and rise time. But the peak value of the 
simulation is much higher than the measurement. There are many possible reasons for 
getting a lower value in the measurement results, as described in the above table. Those 
expected difference can all be minimized, but hard to avoid in the measurement. The 
possible contributions of each of these reasons can be added up, and cause a big 




Figure 2.80. Comparison of the Simulation and Measurement in H-field Mode 





























2.3.12. Magnetic Field Strength and Field Derivative of the ƩΔ Probe.  The 
objective of the calibration is to scale the induced voltages of the crash level to field 
strength and field strength. Then one can use the results scaled in field and field 
derivative, and compare it to the block level simulations. The test object of this week is 
the ΣΔ probe in H-field mode.  
One shielded H-field probe is selected as the reference probe, and its effective 
area is calculated using TEM cell. The first step is to determine the effective area of the 
reference probe, and the second step is to determine the field strength of ΣΔ probe in H-
field mode using the reference probe as a receiver.  
In the test setup, a TEM cell is used to excite the reference probe. The loop size 
of the probe is 1 mm².  The vertical H-field components are measured by the reference 
loop probe. During the measurement, a 10 cm ×10 cm board with a slot is used to cover 
the top wall of the cell, and the probe is inserted into the cell through the slot. The 
excitation from the Network Analyzer is set to 10 dBm. The effective area 1.59 mm² as 
calculated.  
The test setup of step 2 is shown in Figure 2.81. A TLP is used as the source to 
inject pulse to the H-field probes. The charge voltage of the TLP is 1000 V during the 
measurement.  And the reference probe is placed vertically to the reference probe to 









Two distances between the probes are selected during the test, one is 0, and the 
other is 1 mm. A piece of foam which has a thickness of 1 mm is used as the spacer 
between the two probes.  The equation we used is to calculate the field strength and field 







     (7) 
 
And then the field strength is calculated by integrating the field derivative. The 




Figure 2.82. Induced Voltage from ΣΔ Probe to the Reference Probe  


































Figure 2.84. Magnetic Field Strength of the Probe at Two Distances at 1000 V 
 
 
2.3.13. Field Injection to ICs with the ƩΔ Probe. Figure 2.85 shows the 
structure of probe on a test IC in the E-Field injection measurement, lossy material is 
added to create a current return path for the high frequency components, low frequency 




























































components will return through the outer conductor of the coax cable and somehow then 




Figure 2.85. Probe on a Test IC 
 
 
Figure 2.86 shows the E-Field injection setup for both E-field and H-field 
injection. For H-field injection, the polarity inverter will be added to change the 
direction of the signal in one coax cable. The signals in two cables are then in phase. In 
this case, the current will flow from one side of the patch to another side, which creates 
magnetic field.   
For E-Field injection polarity inverter will be removed. The two signals coming 
out of the splitter will be out of phase. No current will flow on the patch, but potential 














3. TEM CELL AND IC STRIPLINE 
3.1. TEM CELL FOR HIGH VOLTAGE IMMUNITY TESTING 
3.1.1. Limitations of Standard TEM Cells.  The standard TEM cell is well 
suited for emissions measurement. It holds a 10x10cm board. It is only useful up to 
1GHz due to higher order resonances. The standard IEC 62132-2 [8] describes 
procedures for evaluating the radiated emissions and electromagnetic immunity of 
integrated circuits (ICs) using a TEM cell up to 1 GHz.  For improved high frequency 
performance a TEM cell with higher order mode suppression was designed [12] . 
One important requirement for the using the cell as an immunity test cell is that 
the field strength needs to be strong enough. The commercial version of the cell has a 
distance of 50 mm from the IC to the septum. The connectors limit the voltage to about 
4kV. Thus, the highest achievable E-Field strength is about 8kV/m. This is often not 
sufficient to cause crashes in ICs.  
The short example below illustrates this. If assuming a memory IC having a lead 





 has been created within and underneath the IC. Further, if assume the E-
Field strength is 8kV/m, a 377 Ohm TEM field and a rise time of 1 ns. 
The magnetic field is about 21 A/m, leading to magnetic field derivative of 
21×10
9 





, we obtain a peak voltage of 0.26 V. This is most likely not sufficient to 
crash the IC.  
There are two ways to increase the E-Field strength, one is increasing the voltage, 
and the other is reducing the distance to the septum. The voltage is limited by the N-type 
connectors and the PCB transition; this is difficult to improve if N-type connectors are 
used. Another limitation arises from the transmission line pulses available. However, the 
septum distance can be reduced. In this design the distance of the septum has been 
reduced to 1cm, thus the E-Field strength increases four times. This should be sufficient 






3.1.2. Structure of the Cell.  The cell design needs to take RF and high voltage 
into account. It contains multiple transitions from different modal structures, starting at 
the connector with a circular field, then transitioning to the microstrip field and further 
into the TEM cell mode. Each transition has been designed by 2D and 3D analysis and 
then experimentally optimized. Besides these features, some of the methods for higher 
order mode suppression [12] have been implemented to extend the frequency range. 
The septum of the TEM cell is made of a two-layer PCB. The photos of the PCB 
and the complete cell are shown in the figures below. Figure 3.1 shows the top layer of 
the septum. It starts from a microstrip structure which has the ground on the second 
layer, and extends to coplanar region and then follows with a TEM region. Figure 3.2 
shows the second layer of the TEM cell. It extends the ground from the N type 













To avoid sparking when using the cell for high voltage, a small slot with 1 mm 




Figure 3.3. Cutout Region for High Voltage Protection 
 
 
Figure 3.4 shows the overview photo of the cell without the top wall. The PCB 
was bended with 15 degrees on both sides. Five 75 Ω resistors are mounted between the 
slots in the center of the septum to reduce high order mode. Slots are cut in the septum 
in order to form parallel traces in the longitudinal direction and suppress any currents 
flowing in the transverse direction. Currents flowing in transverse plane are additionally 








Figure 3.4. Photo of the Cell without Top Wall 
 
 
As shown in Figure 3.5, Copper tapes are added to smooth the transition region, 
fast transition would cause reflections. This was not foreseeable in the 2D cross-












RF absorbing materials are placed inside the cell to dampen the high-frequency 




Figure 3.6. Photo of Cell from Bottom with Absorbing Material Added 
 
 
Figure 3.7 shows the S11 of the cell is less than -16 dB up to 1.5 GHz. The 









The TEM cell design shown in [5] does not bend the septum up and uses a multi-
wall structure increasing its complexity significantly. For ESD like pulses a frequency 
range of up to 1.5 GHz should cover most practical cases. It still has to be verified that at 
the onset of the higher order mode not strong resonance enhancement of the E-Field 
takes place. This might cause unrealistic results.  
Figure 3.8 is the S21 result; it shows that the loss is 2.5 dB up to 1.5 GHz.  The 
result shows the modifications can extend the useful frequency range of the TEM cell 
for the high voltage immunity testing from 1 GHz to 1.5 GHz. The first resonance starts 




Figure 3.8. S21 of the Cell 
 
 
3.1.3. Summary of the Cell Design. The TEM cell allows creating well 






3.2. IC STRIPLINE FOR IC IMMUNITY TESTING 
3.2.1. Design of the IC Stripline. This section lists some pictures and 














Some of the features in the TEM cell are as follows, 
 Reduced distance between IC and septum (9 mm) 
 N type connectors 
 Slots on the traces 
 Resistors across the slots 
 
3.2.2. Characterization of the IC Stripline. The TEM cell is characterized by 
the S11 and S21 parameters.  Figure 3.11 shows the measurement setup to determine the 













Figure 3.12. S11 of the IC Stripline  
 
 
   
Figure 3.13. S21 of the IC Stripline 
 
 
The first resonance caused by higher order modes occur at around 2.3 GHz. The 
useful frequency range of the IC stripline is up to 2 GHz.   














































4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR THE DATABASE 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
This section of the thesis shows the measurement results for the database. The 
first part presents and discusses the results for one of the tested ICs; the second part of 
the section discusses results from the measurement data of all ICs. And the last part 
illustrates how the data can be used. There are 37 real ICs which are included in the 
database. Not every IC was able to be tested with all the scenarios explained in the next 
section due to crowded board design (Probes cannot be landed correctly) , IC damage 
and etc.  
 
 
4.2. TEST SETUP AND SCENARIOS USING DIFFERENT PROBES  
4.2.1. Test Setup for Different Probes  Figure 4.1 shows the test scenarios for 
the individual E-field probes. The three scenarios shown are all tested with both positive 









Figure 4.2 shows the test scenarios for the individual H-field probe. The probe 




Figure 4.2. Test Scenarios for H-field Probe (for one direction) 
 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the scenarios for the ∑∆ probe. The probe can be used for both 
E-field testing and H-field testing.  The pulse inverter is inserted to achieve H-field 









4.2.2. Effect of Adding a Spacer on the Crash Level.  The stacks ups 
structures of the measurement setup with and without a spacer are shown in Figure 4.4 
and Figure 4.5.  
 
 
Figure 4.4. Illustration of the E-field Coupling and Critical Distance 




Figure 4.5. Illustration of the E-field Coupling and Critical Distance 
for an IC Tested without a Spacer 
 
 
The current injected by the E-field is a function of the coupling capacitance 
between the probe and the sensitive area inside the IC. In first approximation, this 
capacitance is proportional to the distance. If a spacer is added, the field strength is 





reduction is determined by the distance between the sensitive area in the IC and the 
metallic foil of the IC.  
For Magnetic field coupling, the field should not decay very rapidly under the 
probe, thus, adding a spacer should lead to only a small reduction of the field strength. 
The magnetic field probes have been designed to have only a small decay in their 
magnetic field close to the probe. This is a consequence of having wide conductor that 
carries the current. Other effects, like edge effects which cause an Hz component might 
change more rapidly with increased distance.  
4.2.3. Effect of a Low Pass Filter on the Crash Levels. For the low pass filter, 
one approximate approach to determine the effect of the low pass filter on the TLP 
levels is to look at the dE/dt and the dH/dt values.  
Figure 4.6 shows the effect of low pass filter to the E-field pulse. The rise time is 
about 200 ps without the filter, and 350 ps with the filtering.  The ratio of dE/dt between 




Figure 4.6. Effect of the Low Passing Filtering of the E-field Pulse 







































Figure 4.7 shows the effect of low pass filter to the H-field pulse. Without the 
filter, the rise time of the pulse is about 150 ps, and with the filter, the rise time decrease 
to about 200 ps. And the ratio of dH/dt between not adding the low pass filter and 
adding the low pass filter is about 8.  In first approximation one may assume that the 
crash level is directly related to dH/dt or dE/dt, thus, the needed TLP voltage would then 
go up by the amount needed to have the same derivative values after adding the low 
pass. But the IC may have internal integrating effects or non linear effects thus, the 




Figure 4.7. Effect of the Low Passing Filtering of the H-field Pulse 
 
 
4.2.4. Effect of Probe Rotation and Using Different Probes. When rotating the 
E-field probe, the crash level does not change, if the field components underneath the E-
field probes are homogenous Ez components and no edge effects influence the IC crash. 
For H-field, it’s the difference causing by rotating the probe is not possible to predict, 
without knowing the circuitry inside the IC.  







































4.3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS FROM ONE EXAMPLE IC  
This section presents and discusses the test results from one example IC to 
illustrate typical results and to provide insight into the measures taken to ensure 
consistency within the database. The DUT is a mini digital photo frame (as shown in 




Figure 4.8. Photo of the IC under Test 
 
 
The part has been tested with the E-field probe, H-field probe and the ∑∆ probe 
respectively. Several symptoms of soft errors have been observed, such as reset, white 
screen, etc. Sometimes, the resolution of the display decreased as a consequence of ESD 









Table 4.1 to Table 4.3 present the test results using the three probes. It is shown 
that by adding the spacer, the voltage ratios are about 1.2 for both the positive and 
negative voltages for both the E-field and H-field.  When adding the filter, the ratios are 
different; the ratio is 1.75 for positive voltages, and 3 for negative voltages in the E-field 
results. For H-field disturbances, the ratio is between 1.1 to 2.2.  
Table 4.2 shows the results when using the H-field probe.  The positive failure 
levels are higher when we used the probe in 0°, the difference between the angles are 
totally IC dependant. If comparing the results for adding or not adding the spacer, it can 
be found that the difference is constant, and always around 1.2. The field does not decay 
very rapidly under the probe, thus, adding a spacer should lead to only a small reduction 
of the field strength, if the edge of the IC is close to the lead PINs. But after adding the 
filter, the ratio varies from 1.1 to 2.1. A first order approximation of adding the low pass 
filter is that the IC is only sensitive to the dH/dt or dE/dt. In this case the TLP voltage 
needs to be increased to compensate for the reduced dE/dt and dH/dt.  
 
 
Table 4.1. Test Results for E-field Probe  
 no spacer, no filter with spacer with filter 
Positive 400 V 500 V 700 V 
Negative -600 V -700V -1800 V 
 
 
Table 4.2. Test Results for H-field Probe 
 no spacer, no filter with spacer with filter 
Positive (0°) 4700 V 5300 V 5800 V  
Negative (0°) -2700 V -3300 V -4500 V  
Positive (0°) 1900 V 2300 V 4100 V 







Table 4.3. shows the results for the ∑∆ probe. No failure observed when the 
probe is used in H-field mode for this chip. For E-field, crash levels are about 4 to 5 
times higher than for the individual E-field probe. The ratio between adding and not 
adding the spacer is 1.2 and 1.3 for positive and negative voltages. With the low pass 
filtering, the ratio is 2.2 and 2.3.  The effect of adding the filter is hard to predict, as it’s 
not for sure that dH/dt is the only predictor for the IC response.  
 
 
Table 4.3. Test Results for ∑∆ Probe (E-field) 
 no spacer, no filter with spacer with filter 
Positive 1900 V 2300 V 4100 V 
Negative -2400 V -3200 V -5500 V 
 
 
Table 4.4 shows the conversion factors for the E-field and H-field probes which 
have been used for the IC testing, the methodology of the conversion are discussed in 
the probe calibration part in section two.  
 
 
Table 4.4.Conversion Factors for Probes Used in the Study 








































4.4. DATABASE RESULTS 
The products that have tested are USB hub, mp3 players, Ethernet integrated 
switch, desktop switch, DVD player, webcam, Ethernet hub, digital photo frame, 
wireless router, DVD player, digital SLR cameras and etc, the photo of some of the 
DUTs are shown in Figure 4.10.     
As failure criteria is that: any observable change in the behavior was considered 
a failure. Examples are: Reset, stop of music, changes in displays, inability to control the 




Figure 4.10. Photo of Some DUTs 
 
 
4.4.1. IC Selection Method.  The IC selection method was as follows: A typical 
consumer electronic system like a picture frame, CD player, MP3 player, camera etc. 
was purchased. The main ICs where selected for testing. These are typically the 





simple logic; motor drivers have not been selected. This biases the data into the direction 
of highly complex VLSI IC that combine multiple functions. In most cases the IC 
selected has been also the physically largest IC on the board. 
4.4.2. Data Analysis. The highest TLP voltage that the TLP system can provide 
is 8 kV (charge voltage), there are scenarios where the IC was not disturbed during the 
test, especially when the spacer or filter are added. Data from 30 ICs have been used for 
the database. There are some differences in the upset field strength results when using 
different probes. Possible reasons are the effect of other field components on the probes, 
especially at the edge and the feed, mismatch between the probe and IC size, and 
calibration inaccuracy. The ICs which have been tested with both the individual E-
field/H-field probe and the ƩΔ probe are processed as two virtual ICs in the database. 
The magnetic field coupling results are tested with two different angles, results from the 
two angles are also been processed as two different virtual ICs. Figure 4.11 illustrate 
how the virtual ICs are created from real ICs. Another assumption is that the positive 
and negative results are independent from each other, thus creating more virtual ICs. 
Thus, one IC can lead to a set of data points in the probability distributions shown in 










For E-field results, 94 virtual IC are created from results of 37 real ICs, 115 
virtual ICs were created from the results from 31 real ICs, for H-field results. Figure 
4.11 is the illustration on how the virtual ICs were generated from the real ICs’ results. 
For the real IC that are not crashed during the measurement, the average number of 
virtual ICs created from either the E-field (2.5) or H-field results (3.7) are subtracted 
from the total number of virtual ICs respectively. 
4.4.3. Crash Level Results. Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.15 are the crash levels in 
terms of field strength and field derivative values converted from the TLP measurements 
results. With a known value of field strength and for a somewhat similar pulse, users can 
roughly estimate whether the IC will be disturbed by ESD according to the statistics in 
the tables.  
Figure 4.12 shows that the most robust IC crashed at around 200 kV/m, among 
all the ICs which have been disturbed in the measurements And the most sensitive one 
crashed at about 6 kV/m. With a field strength value at about 100 kV/m, about 80% of 
the ICs have been interrupted during the tests. There are 94 virtual ICs included in this 


























E-field Strength (kV/m) 





Figure 4.13 shows the probability of the failure for H-field injection, in terms of 
H-field strength. For magnetic field coupling, the crash levels are recorded and 
compared with both 0° and 90° probe orientation, but only the lower crash values are 
included in the database. There are 96 virtual ICs included in this data set. The most 
sensitive chip was disturbed at 23 A/m, and highest crash level is about 1800 A/m, 
among all the ICs which have been disturbed in the study. With field strength of 482 




Figure 4.13. Probability of Failure in Terms of H-field Strength 
 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the crash levels in terms of the E-field derivative values, for 
the ICs that have been tested. The most robust chip can be operated without soft errors 
up to 600 kV/m/ns, but the most sensitive chip failed at only about 40 kV/m/ns. 86% of 
the ICs can be disturbed when the field derivative is less than 350 kV/m/ns. Figure 4.15 







































Figure 4.15. Probability of Failure in Terms of H-field Derivative 
 
 
Assume only coupling to a pin on the lead frame. The area is about 5 mm × 0.8 
mm. Then one can use the following equation to estimate the induced current for a given 























E-field Derivatve (kV/m/ns) 




























H-field Derivative (A/m/ns) 





incident on the horizontal portion of the pin is important in this case. Where Ez is the 
vertical electrical field, is permittivity, and is the differential surface area of the pin. 
Since the field varies slowly over the IC, the current may be approximated as  
 
     
   
  
       
  
  
         (8) 
 
Also the voltage at the input can be  also approximately calculated, if simply 
assume that this input is connected to a trace having 60 Ohm impedance (a typical PCB 
value) and the trace is long enough that the reflection does not reach the IC before the 
pulse is over.  
Table 4.5 is a table showing the calculated induced current and the voltage at the 
input, with different field derivative values in the database. 20 kV/m/ns is the lowest 
crash level, and 660 kV/m/ns is the highest crash level; and with a field derivative of 




Table 4.5. Calculated Induced Current with Different E-Field Derivative Levels 
 
Lowest crash level Crash level of 50% of the ICs Highest crash level 
20 kV/m 112 kV/m 660 kV/m 
Induced current 0.003 A 0.02 A 0.09 
Voltage at the input 0.2 V 1.2 V 5.4 V 
 
 
Crash levels of the ICs, in terms of the H-field derivative are shown in Figure 
4.15. About 80% of the ICs had soft errors detected at about 830A/m/ns, although the 
most robust IC survived at about 5000 A/m/ns. The most sensitive IC crashed at about 





The induced voltage can be approximately calculated from the field derivative 
from the following equation.  
      
  
  
             (8) 
 
For example if the IC has a height of 0.5 mm, and a 2 mm length inside the 
package. A small loop assumption would be 0.5 x 0.5mm and a large loop assumption 
would be 15 x 1 mm (like full IC width PCB ground to internal structure).  
For estimating the induced voltage into loops formed by the PCB ground and the 
internal IC structure three different cases are considered. The small loop assumption is 
the case where the field is mainly coupled into a bond wire, assuming the bond wire has 
a loop size of 0.5x0.5mm. For the large loop case, the loop is defined as being formed 
diagonally across the entire IC; and here the loop size is about 15x1 mm loop size.  
If assume quasi-static induction, and no effect of the currents within the loop on 
the magnetic field penetrating the loop, an induced voltage proportional to both the loop 
area and the magnetic field derivative can be obtained. Table 4.6 shows the calculated 
voltage values with different loop areas.  
 
 








Large size loop 
15x1mm 
70A/m/ns 0.022 V 0.045V 1.3V 
5000A/m/ns 1.6V 3.2V 92.8V 
 
 
4.4.4. Effect of Adding a Spacer on the Crash Levels.  As discussed earlier, 
theoretically adding a spacer or low pass filter will increase TLP voltages needed to 
upset the IC. Table 4.7 shows the measurement results showing the effect of adding the 





measurements. By adding the spacer, the average increase of the crash levels are about 
30% for both E-field and H-field coupling. When adding the 100 MHz filter, the average 
increase is not very stable, and it is between 48% and 80%. Figure 4.16 & Figure 4.17 
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Figure 4.16. Histogram of the Ratio Between Adding and not Adding the LPF 


















Figure 4.17. Histogram of Ratio Between Adding and not Adding the Spacer 
 
 
4.4.5. Comparison of Results from Using Different Probing Systems.  Some 
of the ICs are tested using different probing systems. The results using the individual 
probes and the ƩΔ probe are compared. The average field strength ratio between using 
the E-field probe and the ƩΔ probe is 1.18, based on the results from 20 virtual ICs. And 
the field strength ratio between using the H-field probe and the ƩΔ probe is 1.07, based 
on the results from 22 virtual ICs.   














An ESD sensitivity database for ICs is established to estimate the occurrence of 
soft error of typical electronics. Different injection hardware has been developed to 
establish the ESD sensitivity for ICs. For the field coupling probes, they can be used for 
used for immunity testing up to about 3 GHz, with a relatively constant and homogenous 
field above the subject IC. For the modified TEM cell, the useful frequency range of the 
cell is increased to 1.5 GHz by the high order mode suppression techniques, which is 
sufficient to cover most of the practical case in IC immunity testing. The distance 
between septum to ICs has been increased to obtain higher field coupling. And the IC 
stripline can be used up to 2 GHz without higher mode resonances.  
The test results on ICs are repeatable in multiple injections using the probes. In 
most cases, the field strengths are sufficient enough to disturb most of ICs, and 
determine the crash levels of the ICs. Adding a low-pass filter will generally increase the 
crash levels, the increase of the crash level is mainly IC dependent, and the average ratio 
is between 48% to 80%, depends on which probe is used, and which field components is 
injected. The increase of the crash level varies a lot, and is difficult to estimate, without 
knowing the circuitry inside the IC. By adding a FR4 spacer, the crash levels are 
generally 20% higher for both the E-field and H-field injection. Most of the ICs are 
tested using two different probing systems. The average difference is within 20% of E-
field results, and within 10% between the H-field results. The results from the two 
systems are both included in the database, and the difference between the two probing 
systems could be caused by the non homogenous field components between the probe 







S21 SCANNING OF THE H-FIELD PROBE AT DIFFERENT HEIGHT 
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